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Make this Christmas the best and brightest yet, with hundreds of gorgeous decorating ideas and

delicious recipes. From holiday house tours and ways to deck the halls to handmade gifts and

festive feasts, this beautiful book will help you celebrate Christmas in Country Living style. Create

stunning wreaths, turn saltshakers into sparkling snow globes, craft Advent calendars from tiny

envelopes, bake gourmet-store-worthy cookies, and more to make a truly happy holiday.
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This book is the best of the best! I am a huge fan of holiday crafting and decorating magazines. This

book is a collection of the best Christmas crafts, decorating and recipes that you are surely going to

want in your collection. The cover feels wonderful to the touch as well. The spine has a decorative

texture to it that makes it fun to hold and will look lovely on your coffee table for your guests to enjoy

as well. I am so glad this book is out before the holidays so I have plenty of time to make lots and

lots of the projects.

IÃ¢Â€Â™m a Country Living magazine subscriber, but this is the first book from them that I have

seen. I was really impressed with how many holiday ideas they included in the book, while keeping

the design bright, clean and easy to read. The photos are striking and I like how thereÃ¢Â€Â™s a

stunning full page photo on almost every page. Just flipping through it put me in a festive mood and

I have lots of pages marked with sticky notes for ideas IÃ¢Â€Â™m looking forward to trying. (Plus, I



love the gorgeous Christmas sweater binding, too!)My favorite ideas so far have been the cinnamon

sugar lattice cookies, which look like the top of an apple pie, but in cookie form. I like to warm up

chunky applesauce and top it with these cookies for an easy dessert. There are also lots of great

ideas for seasonal crafts, including my favorite -- a tiny winter scene in a salt shaker! I think the

book would also make a lovely gift and the gift tag printed on the inside of the cover makes it easy

to do so.

Love this book & the great decorating ideas. I am a big fan of Country Living & their style sense, so

this book for perfect for me!

Love this....still have it next to my chair.....great photos

Ok just ok

Great book! Great price and speedy delivery!

I was very disappointed in this book, it seems like it was just old things from previous books would

have expected more from country living

LOVE LOVE LOVE THIS
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